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Abstract 
Sculptured thin film (STF) substrates consist of nanocolumns with precise orientation, intercolumnar 
spacing, and optical anisotropy, which can be used as model biomaterial substrates to study the ef-
fect of homogenous nanotopographies on the three-dimensional distribution of adsorbed proteins. 
Generalized ellipsometry was used to discriminate between the distributions of adsorbed FN either 
on top of or within the intercolumnar void spaces of STFs, afforded by the optical properties of these 
precisely crafted substrates. Generalized ellipsometry indicated that STFs with vertical nanocolumns 
enhanced total FN adsorption two-fold relative to flat control substrates and the FN adsorption stud-
ies demonstrate different STF characteristics influence the degree of FN immobilization both on top 
and within intercolumnar spaces, with increasing spacing and surface area enhancing total protein 
adsorption. Mouse fibroblasts or mouse mesenchymal stem cells were subsequently cultured on STFs, 
to investigate the effect of highly ordered and defined nanotopographies on cell adhesion, spreading, 
and proliferation. All STF nanotopographies investigated in the absence of adsorbed FN were found 
to significantly enhance cell adhesion relative to flat substrates; and the addition of FN to STFs was 
found to have cell-dependent effects on enhancing cell-material interactions. Furthermore, the amount 
of FN adsorbed to the STFs did not correlate with comparative enhancements of cell-material inter-
actions, suggesting that nanotopography predominantly contributes to the biocompatibility of ho-
mogenous nanocolumnar surfaces. This is the first study to correlate precisely defined nanostruc-
tured features with protein distribution and cell-nanomaterial interactions. STFs demonstrate immense 








Topographical substrate influences on protein adsorption and adhered cell behavior have 
been the subject of many investigations beginning with microstructured substrate features, 
which have been shown to influence protein adsorption, cell attachment, spreading, mi-
gration, patterning, proliferation, morphology, and differentiation, presumably by spa-
tially confining adsorbed proteins, cell-secreted extracellular matrix proteins and cells 
themselves [1–5]. Recently, materials with nanotopographical features (1–100 nm feature 
size) have been investigated as cell culture substrates for biosensing, tissue engineering 
scaffolds, and therapeutic drug delivery systems; and to gain more understanding regard-
ing nanoscale protein adsorption and cell-material interactions [6–9]. 
Nanoscale substrate topography and nanoroughness have been shown to influence sim-
ilar cell behaviors as with microscale rough substrates, such as cell adhesion, spreading, 
morphology, proliferation, and differentiation in a variety of cell lines [9–15], however 
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most of these investigations have been conducted on nanostructured topographies with 
disordered or irregular features. For example, indiscriminate distributions of carbon nano-
tubes have been shown to support protein adsorption [16] and the culture of neural cells 
[16,17] and osteoblasts [18,19]. Furthermore, nanorough surfaces prepared by sputtering 
TiO2 and SiO2 have demonstrated improvements in platelet and endothelial cell adhesion 
with respect to unmodified surfaces, which was found to be attributed to both the surface 
chemistry and nanotopography [20]. However, since these studies evaluated cell behaviors 
on disordered nanotopographies, the work presented here aims to investigate protein ad-
sorption and cell behaviors using highly ordered coherent arrays of nanostructured colum-
nar substrates with varying nanocolumn spacing/orientation and to determine the precise 
three-dimensional distribution of proteins either on top of or within nanocolumnar features. 
Advances in substrate fabrication strategies have enabled the engineering of biomaterial 
surfaces possessing distinct microstructured and nanostructured topographical features 
[21–24]. Substrates consisting of a homogenous nanocolumnar array, referred to as sculp-
tured thin films (STFs), can be produced by many different methods including, but not 
limited to, lithography, sputtering, as well as physical and chemical vapor deposition [25–
27]. However, STFs are most commonly fabricated by employing glancing angle deposi-
tion (GLAD), a physical vapor deposition technique facilitated by electron beam evapora-
tion. This approach results in STFs that possess intricate and complex architectures ranging 
in size from the sub-nano to micro-scales depending on the vapor flux angle, substrate 
rotation, and deposition duration, which affect the column height, slanting angle, and 
spacing [25,28–30]. The GLAD technique is applicable to a wide range of materials including 
metals, semiconductors, insulators, and polymers, resulting in a wide array of nanostruc-
tures with significantly different structural, mechanical, electrical, magnetic, optical, and 
biological properties tailored to suit specific material applications [28,29,31]. Preliminary 
investigations of infiltrating STFs with various organic materials such as bulk polymers 
[32,33], polymer brushes [34,35], and FN [36] have demonstrated that organic materials 
can be immobilized within the intercolumnar pore space of STFs to enable these substrates 
to deliver therapeutic biomolecules for biomaterial, tissue engineering, and nonviral gene 
delivery applications. Current industrial applications of GLAD nanostructured thin films 
include optical coatings for photovoltaics [37–39], sensing (chemical, biological, optical, 
and pressure) [25], micro- and nano-fluidics [40], nanoelectronics [29,31], and have been 
explored as biomaterials [41]. 
In addition to the precise control over STF fabrication, the nanocolumnar architecture 
provided by STFs allows for sensitive optical detection by GE due to the optical anisotropy 
provided by the nanocolumn orientation of the STFs [28,33,36,42,43]. Recently, investiga-
tions of infiltrating STFs with various organic materials such as bulk polymers [32,33], poly-
mer brushes [34,35], and fibronectin (FN) [36] have demonstrated that organic materials 
can be immobilized within the intercolumnar pore space of STFs. Generalized ellipsometry 
has been used in conjunction with quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (GE/QCM-D) 
to characterize the dynamic adsorption processes of organic molecules to both flat and 
nanostructured STF substrates [34–36,44–46]. While protein loading has been evaluated 
extensively on flat surfaces, evaluation of protein adsorption to/within nanostructured thin 
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films is sparse due to the lack of effective methods to evaluate the three-dimensional dis-
tribution of proteins within nanostructured features. 
The FN protein adsorption studies described in this paper aim to elucidate the influ-
ences of highly ordered nanostructured columnar features, such as column orientation, 
nanocolumn surface density (spacing), and total surface area, on FN adsorption and load-
ing. FN was chosen for protein adsorption studies since FN is a commonly used ECM pro-
tein to coat biomaterial substrates for the purpose of enhancing cell adhesion and cell-
material interactions [23,47–53]. The present investigation is unique relative to previous 
GE/QCM-D investigations of biomolecule adsorption since GE is used here to discriminate 
between FN adsorption to the top of three-dimensional nanostructured columnar sub-
strates and the FN loading within the intercolumnar pore spaces of nanostructured sub-
strates. Since both surface adsorbed proteins and substrate nanotopographies have been 
previously shown to independently enhance cell behaviors, such as cell adhesion, spread-
ing, and proliferation, the current investigation also aims to evaluate cell-material interac-
tions and biocompatibility as a function dependent on both precisely defined substrate 
nanotopographies and enhanced protein loading within nanostructured surfaces [1,40,41, 
54,55]. These three-dimensional nanostructured STFs loaded with FN are hypothesized to 
be excellent candidates for use as biomaterial substrates to load and release biomolecules 
and to enhance cell-substrate interactions for applications in drug delivery, tissue engi-
neering, and diagnostics. 
 
2. Materials and methods 
 
2.1. Sample preparation 
STFs were fabricated by electron beam evaporation of titanium (Ti) pellets (Super Conduc-
tor Materials, Inc., Tallman, New York) onto either gold-coated quartz crystal microbal-
ance (QCM) sensors (Q-Sense Inc., Linthicum Heights, Maryland) for protein adsorption 
studies or onto silicon wafers (University Wafer, South Boston, Massachusetts) for cell cul-
ture studies. Details regarding specific STF deposition parameters are included in the Sup-
plemental methods Section S1.1. Immediately following the fabrication of STFs, general-
ized ellipsometry (GE) measurements of STFs were acquired using a Woollam M-2000 
spectroscopic ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam Co., Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska) to confirm depos-
ited film thicknesses and column slanting angles. The procedures for acquiring GE meas-
urements of STFs to confirm film thickness, column slanting angle, and volume fractions 
(related to column spacing) are similar to previously published STF ellipsometric proce-
dures [28,33,36,43], and specific details regarding GE data acquisition and modeling are 
included in the Supplemental methods Section S1.2. 
 
2.2. Combined generalized ellipsometry and dissipative quartz crystal microbalance 
The combinatorial GE/QCM-D setup consists of an E1 QCM-D (Q-Sense, Inc.) module, 
mounted to the sample stage of a M-2000 spectroscopic ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam Co., 
Lincoln, Nebraska). QCM-D wafers containing either STFs or flat Ti thin films were 
mounted within the QCM-D liquid chamber, which contains windows for the ellipsome-
ter’s light beam to pass through the cell at a 65° angle of incidence, allowing for dynamic 
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molecular adsorption analysis using both instruments simultaneously. Upon acquiring 
baseline GE measurements that are necessary for subsequent modeling of spectral data, 1× 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, California) solution was in-
troduced into the liquid chamber at a constant rate of 0.1 mL/min using an Ismatec IPC 8 
peristaltic pump (IDEX Health and Science GmbH, Wertheim-Mondfeld, Germany) and 
Tygon tubing (U.S. Plastic Corp., Lima, Ohio) connected to the liquid chamber. Then, 10 µg/mL 
human plasma FN (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) flowed through the liquid chamber 
for 90 min. Following FN adsorption, 1× PBS was used to rinse nonadsorbed FN from the 
surfaces for 30 min. The data modeling procedures for GE/QCM-D measuremeµnts are 
included in the Supplemental methods Sections S1.2 and S1.3, and additional information 
on GE/QCM-D data acquisition and modeling is available in previously published litera-
ture [34,36,44–46]. 
 
2.3. Cell studies 
Samples for cell culture were prepared by cutting the wafers with a razor to fit into the 
bottom of standard 48-well tissue culture polystyrene well-plate (Corning, Tewksbury, 
Massachusetts). Samples were cleaned with copious rinsing in 200 proof sterile-filtered 
ethanol (EtOH), followed by air drying for 30 min. and subsequent rinsing in PBS prior to 
FN coating and/or cell seeding. Samples that were treated with protein prior to cell seeding 
were coated with FN in 48-well plates by incubating samples in 200 µL of 10 µg/mL FN at 
room temperature for 90 min, followed by rinsing with 1× PBS. Then, NIH/3T3 mouse fi-
broblasts (ATCC, Manassas, Virginia) were plated at a concentration of 15,000 cells per 
well using Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Media (DMEM, ATCC) containing 10% calf serum 
(Colorado Serum Co., Denver, Colorado) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, California), and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2. Culture of D1/ORL/UVA (ATCC) 
mouse mesenchymal stem cells (mMSCs) was also evaluated by seeding 25,000 cells per 
well and culturing in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen), 1% penicil-
lin/streptomycin (Invitrogen), and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2. Cell viability was assayed 
with a Live/Dead Cell Viability Assay staining kit (Invitrogen), 48 h following cell seeding, 
according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Cell proliferation was measured at 24 h follow-
ing cell seeding using a water-soluble tetrazolium cell proliferation assay kit (WST-1 assay, 
Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, Indiana) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. 
Additional details regarding both the Live/Dead staining and the WST-1 cell proliferation 
assay are included in Supplemental methods Section S1.4. 
 
2.4. Statistics 
All modeled ellipsometric values presented in Table 1 are reported as an average for three 
samples with corresponding standard error values. All GE/QCM-D protein adsorption 
measurements were conducted in triplicate on different days. For the analysis of protein 
adsorption (Fig. 2), a total of 90 data points (30 data points from each replicate experiment, 
gathered within the final 20 min. of each measurement) were evaluated and mean protein 
adsorption values are reported as the mean ± standard error. All cell studies were con-
ducted with triplicate samples cultured in different wells. One-way ANOVA statistical 
analysis with Tukey’s post-tests were conducted using Prism 5.0 graphing and statistical 
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analysis software (Graph Pad, La Jolla, California) at a 95% confidence level (α = 0.05) to 
make statistical comparisons between all STF and flat control surfaces for all protein load-
ing and cell culture investigations. 
 
Table 1. Structural characteristics of GLAD substrates following deposition 
 SCTF VCTF ppSCTF 
Film thickness (nm)a 103.15 ± 3.33 96.35 ± 1.57 101.07 ± 0.43 
Nanocolumn slanting angle (deg. w.r.t. normal)a 50.27 ± 1.54 0 (fixed) 32.60 ± 0.13 
STF fraction (%)a 17.09 ± 2.11 21.73 ± 0.59 12.97 ± 1.03 
Avg. nanocolumn diameter (nm)b 35.92 ± 1.47 34.62 ± 2.69 41.49 ± 1.27 
Avg. nanocolumn length (nm)c 155.12 92.35 115.22 
Avg. nanocolumn surface area (µm2)c 1.95e−02 1.19e−02 1.77e−02 
Avg. nanocolumn volume (µm3)c 1.57e−04 8.69e−05 1.56e−04 
Nanocolumn surface density (avg. number of 
   nanocolumns/µm2)c,d 
112.1 240.8 84.2 
Total surface area of nanocolumn tips (µm2)c,d 0.114 0.227 0.114 
Total surface area between nanocolumns (µm2)c,d 0.886 0.773 0.886 
Total surface area of nanocolumns (µm2)c,d 2.190 2.872 1.492 
Total enhancement in surface area (µm2)c,d 3.076 3.645 2.372 
a. GE measured parameter 
b. SEM measured parameter 
c. Geometric analysis using GE and SEM measured values, assuming individual STF nanocolumns shaped 
as cylindrical inclusions within the total volume of the thin film 




3.1. Characterization of STFs 
Electron beam facilitated GLAD was used to fabricate STFs to evaluate protein loading and 
cell-instructive properties of nanocolumnar thin film arrays. Following substrate fabrica-
tion, spectral analysis of GE measurements was conducted to confirm the physical dimen-
sions of the STFs and flat control substrates (Scheme 1). A summary of modeled optical 
data, which describe the physical dimensions for all substrates used in subsequent FN ad-
sorption and cell studies are included in Table 1. The GE measurements of both STF and 
flat surfaces indicate that all substrates were deposited near the desired film thickness of 
100 nm (Table 1). Figure 1 contains SEM images of SCTF (Fig. 1A), VCTF (1C), ppSCTF 
(1E), and flat Ti (1G) substrates without adsorbed FN, which also indicate films deposited 
with approximate thicknesses of 100 nm. These images qualitatively confirm the structural 
parameters quantified by the GE modeled parameters, though the nanocolumns are not as 
structurally uniform compared to the nanocolumns of respective as-deposited STFs (Fig. 
S1) that were imaged by SEM immediately following GLAD deposition. The comparison 
between respective samples on Figs. 1 and S1 demonstrate that the nanocolumn disorder 
seen on Fig. 1 is due to (a) the lyophilization and gold sputtering steps performed prior to 
obtaining images of the samples, (b) the treatment necessary to deposit the FN, and (c) the 
cleaved edges were exposed to unwanted mechanical forces during the 2 treatment steps 
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in (a) and (b). By combining the GE measured STF parameters (Table 1a) with a measure of 
average STF parameters measured in SEM images using NIH ImageJ 64 (Table 1b), an ad-
ditional geometric analysis of the physical properties of STFs (Table 1c) was conducted, 
including calculations of nanocolumn length, surface area, volume, and nanostructure sur-
face area enhancement relative to flat surfaces. This analysis indicates that ppSCTF sub-
strates possess a wider intercolumnar spacing than both SCTFs and VCTFs, due to the 
lower ppSCTF nanoscolumn density. Furthermore, VCTFs exhibit the greatest total surface 
area with a 3.6-fold enhancement of surface area relative to flat surfaces (Table 1). The STF 
nanocolumn surface areas and nanocolumn densities (Table 1c,d), calculated using GE and 
SEM measured values, are reported as area values normalized to 1 µm2 two-dimensional 
unit area. These STF physical properties were subsequently correlated to FN adsorption 




Scheme 1. Classifications of STF and flat substrates evaluated in protein adsorption and 
biocompatibility studies. 
  




Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy images of SCTF, VCTF, ppSCTF, and flat sub-
strates without FN (A, C, E, and G, respectively) and substrates with FN (B, D, F, and H, 
respectively). Scale bars included on all images represent a length of 200 nm. 
 
3.2. FN adsorption to nanostructured STFs 
Upon analysis of the structural properties of the GLAD STFs, FN protein was introduced 
and allowed to adsorb to the surfaces. SEM images acquired after FN adsorption (Fig. 1B, 
D, F, and H) indicate that FN can coat individual nanocolumns as well as penetrate the 
intercolumnar spaces, while STFs retain their respective structural morphologies upon FN 
immobilization. For example, individual slanted columns of both SCTFs and ppSCTFs are 
observed to change from a roughened, granular columnar surface prior to FN adsorption 
(Fig. 1A and E, respectively) to smooth columns following FN adsorption (Fig. 1B and F, 
respectively), while retaining a slanted columnar morphology. Although VCTFs were ob-
served to have a similar granular surface roughness prior to FN adsorption (Fig. 1C), 
VCTFs were nearly completely covered and infiltrated with FN following FN adsorption 
(Fig. 1D). The dome-shaped protrusions observed on top of the VCTF + FN surface (exam-
ples are indicated with arrows on Fig. 1D) could not be accurately identified, but are spec-
ulated to be either protrusions of VCTF column tips or FN aggregates on top of the sub-
strate. Upon adsorbing FN to flat Ti substrates, small domes on the surface (examples 
indicated with arrows on Fig. 1H) were also observed. The presence of these domes on the 
flat substrate leads to speculation whether the domes could be FN aggregates or VCTF 
nanocolumn tips. 
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Next, combinatorial GE/QCM-D was used to quantify, in real-time, the mass of adsorbed 
FN to STFs and to discriminate between FN adsorbed either on top (GETOP) or within 
(GEEMA) STF nanocolumns (Scheme 2). The total average mass of adsorbed FN detected by 
the GETOP modeled parameter is shown in Figure 2 and representative GE/QCM-D meas-
urements demonstrating FN adsorbed mass as a function of time are shown on Supple-
mental Figure S2. The average mass of FN adsorbed on top of flat substrates upon rinsing 
with PBS was 3.76 ± 0.03 mg/m2 (Fig. 2A). Comparisons between the FN adsorbed mass on 
top of the different STF substrates indicated that VCTF substrates contained the most FN 
adsorbed on top of the surface (GETOP = 1.32 ± 0.21 mg/m2), significantly greater (p < 0.01) 
than the mass of adsorbed FN on top of ppSCTF surfaces (GETOP = 0.56 ± 0.22 mg/m2). Fur-
thermore, the average mass of adsorbed FN on top of SCTFs was 1.11 ± 0.05 mg/m2, and 
not statistically different than adsorbed FN mass to either VCTFs or ppSCTFs. Overall, 
these results combined with the geometric analysis of STF physical properties (Table 1) 
indicate that the VCTFs enhance FN adsorption on top of the columns, relative to both 
SCTFs and ppSCTFs, due to the enhanced surface area of the VCTF nanocolumn tips (ap-
prox. 0.227 µm2 for VCTFs compared to 0.114 µm2 for both SCTFs and ppSCTFs). This 
increase in nanocolumn tip area at the surface of VCTFs is the result of the increased den-
sity of vertical nanocolumns (approx. 240 nanocolumns/µm2) compared to the SCTF (ap-
prox. 112 nanocolumns/µm2) and ppSCTF (approx. 84 nanocolumns/µm2) calculated nano-




Scheme 2. Schematic representation of GE/QCM-D measured parameters for protein ad-
sorption to nanostructured STF surfaces. 
  




Figure 2. Summary of the total average mass of adsorbed FN for each modeled parameter 
measured by GE/QCM-D, which includes the GETOP (A), GEEMA (B), GETOTAL (C), and 
QCM-D (D) measured parameters. The adsorption mass data reported here are the aver-
age and associated standard error of adsorbed FN following a PBS rinse phase for pooled 
sets of triplicate experiments per substrate condition. A one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 
post-test (α = 0.05, 95% confidence interval) was used for all FN adsorbed mass compari-
sons between substrate conditions (**p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 for comparisons between 
STFs and +++p < 0.001 for comparisons of STFs against the respective flat Ti control). 
 
The GEEMA parameter uses an effective medium approximation (EMA) approach to de-
termine the mass of adsorbed FN within the STF intercolumnar void spaces (Scheme 2). 
The comparison of the adsorbed mass of FN within the STFs (Fig. 2B) indicates that the 
GEEMA measured FN mass was significantly greater within VCTF columns (7.11 ± 0.11 
mg/m2) compared to either SCTFs or ppSCTFs (p < 0.001). Specifically, the average FN ad-
sorbed mass within VCTFs was 4-fold greater than FN mass within the columns of the 
SCTFs (1.81 ± 0.06 mg/m2) and 2-fold greater than FN mass within the columns of the ppSCTFs 
(3.52 ± 0.013 mg/m2), as shown in Fig. 2B. The enhancement of protein loading within 
VCTFs relative to SCTFs and ppSCTFs also correlates to the increase in VCTF surface area 
relative to SCTFs and ppSCTFs (Table 1). Furthermore, the comparison of adsorbed FN 
mass within SCTFs and ppSCTFs, both with slanted columnar morphologies, indicates that 
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ppSCTFs with a low nanocolumn density (hence increased ambient pore space within the 
total three-dimensional volume) relative to SCTFs (Table 1) can significantly increase the 
amount of FN that can penetrate the intercolumnar void space 2-fold (p < 0.001, Fig. 2B). 
These findings indicate that both STF surface area and column density influence the degree 
of FN adsorption within STFs. Both GETOP and GEEMA measured parameters were com-
bined to determine the total GE measured mass (GETOTAL, Fig. 2C), which demonstrates 
that VCTF substrates, with a 3.6-fold greater unit surface area relative to flat substrates, 
enhance the total FN adsorbed mass two-fold relative to flat substrates (Fig. 2C). 
The QCM-D measured parameter describes the total mass of FN and coupled solvent 
molecules both within STFs and on top of surfaces. Figure 2D includes the summary of 
averaged total FN adsorption measured by QCM-D, while the red lines on Figure S2 indi-
cate representative QCM-D measurements of FN adsorption. The adsorption trends measured 
by QCM-D were similar to trends reported by GE. For example, the QCM-D measured FN 
mass on flat substrates was 1.5-fold greater (p < 0.001) than the FN mass on SCTFs, while 
the measured FN mass on both VCTF and ppSCTF substrates were greater than on flat and 
SCTF substrates (p < 0.001). The QCM-D results further confirm the trends demonstrated 
by the GE modeled parameters, however QCM-D was not able to distinguish between FN 
and coupled solvent molecules or between FN adsorption to different locations within and 
on top of the STFs. 
 
3.3. STF nanotopography affects cellular response 
The ability of STFs, both with and without FN, to support cell culture was investigated by 
conducting cell adhesion, viability, and proliferation assays. Figure 3 contains representa-
tive, overlaid Live/Dead images for live (green fluorescing cytoplasm) and dead (red fluo-
rescing nuclei) NIH/3T3 cells cultured on SCTF, VCTF, ppSCTF, and flat control substrates, 
both without adsorbed FN (Fig. 3A–D) and with adsorbed FN (Fig. 3E–H). Corresponding 
Live/Dead stain images for D1/ORL/UVA mMSCs seeded on STFs are also included in 
Figure 3I–P. Analysis of NIH/3T3 mouse fibroblast cell adhesion (Fig. 4A) indicates that all 
STF nanotopographies significantly enhanced cell adhesion compared to the flat control 
condition (p < 0.001 for all comparisons, except p < 0.01 between VCTFs and flat). For ex-
ample, 3T3 cell adhesion was 15-fold greater on ppSCTF surfaces (1043 ± 63 cells) com-
pared to flat Ti substrates (68 ± 35 cells). Upon evaluating cell adhesion of mMSCs on STFs 
(Fig. 4B), only ppSCTF substrates were found to significantly enhance mMSC adhesion 
relative to all other substrate conditions investigated (p < 0.001 for all comparisons), with 
mMSC adhesion to ppSCTFs (646 ± 90 cells) enhancing 6-fold with respect to flat Ti sub-
strates (108 ± 32 cells). 
 




Figure 3. Fluorescence photomicrographs of Live/Dead cell assays on NIH/3T3 mouse fi-
broblasts (A–H) and D1/ORL/UVA mMSCs (I–P) cultured on SCTF (A and I), VCTF (B 
and J), ppSCTF (C and K), and flat (D and L) substrates without FN, as well as SCTF + FN 
(E and M), VCTF + FN (F and N), ppSCTF + FN (G and O), and flat Ti + FN (H and P) 
substrates. The cytoplasm of live cells is stained with an acetomethoxy derivative of Cal-
cein (AM) and fluoresce green, while the nuclei of dead cells are stained with ethidium 
homodimer-1 (EthD-1) and fluoresce red. Scale bars = 100 µm. 
 




Figure 4. Cell adhesion for NIH/3T3 mouse fibroblasts (A) and D1/ORL/UVA mMSCs (B) 
as well as cell spreading for NIH/3T3 mouse fibroblasts (C) and D1/ORL/UVA mMSCs (D) 
for cells seeded on substrates without adsorbed FN (light gray bars) and with adsorbed 
FN (dark gray bars). Tukey’s post-test statistical comparisons between cell characteristics 
on the various substrates are indicated by asterisks (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 for 
comparisons between STFs and +p < 0.05, ++p < 0.01, +++p < 0.001 for comparisons of STFs 
against the respective flat Ti control). 
 
Cell adhesion was examined on STFs with adsorbed FN loaded within the STF interco-
lumnar pore spaces. The comparisons between light and dark gray bars for each group of 
substrates on Figure 4A and B indicate the differences in cell adhesion between substrates 
without adsorbed FN and those with adsorbed FN. For mouse fibroblasts, the addition of 
FN resulted in a 2-fold increase in cell adhesion on VCTF + FN surfaces (p < 0.05) as com-
pared to VCTFs without FN, while no significant differences in cell adhesion were ob-
served on SCTF + FN and ppSCTF_FN surfaces relative to SCTFs and ppSCTFs without 
FN, respectively. mMSC adhesion on all STF + FN substrates was significantly enhanced 
relative to the respective uncoated STFs (p < 0.001 for all comparisons, except p < 0.05 for 
VCTFs). Comparisons of NIH/3T3 mouse fibroblast cell adhesion between all surfaces with 
adsorbed FN suggest that no significant differences exist between cell adhesion on SCTF + 
FN, VCTF + FN, and ppSCTF + FN substrates (black bars on Fig. 4A). However, D1/ORL/ 
UVA mMSC adhesion between surfaces containing FN (black bars on Fig. 4B) suggest a 
different response than fibroblasts, since the mMSC adhesion on ppSCTF + FN surfaces 
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(1201 ± 90 cells) was 2-fold greater than cell adhesion on SCTF + FN (612 ± 94 cells), VCTF 
+ FN (611 ± 84 cells), and flat Ti + FN (723 ± 135 cells) substrates (p-value at least <0.05 for 
all comparisons). 
For both cell types seeded on STFs without FN, the average cell spreading was signifi-
cantly greater on flat control substrates (311 ± 56 µm2/3T3 cell and 262 ± 17 µm2/mMSC cell) 
relative to both SCTF and VCTF substrates (p < 0.05 for all comparisons except p < 0.001 for 
mMSCs on SCTFs), while cell spreading on ppSCTFs was not statistically different from 
the flat control for both cell types (Fig. 4C and D). For both cell types, the mean cell spread-
ing on ppSCTF substrates (228 ± 9 µm2/3T3 cell and 232 ± 14 µm2/mMSC cell) was greater 
than on SCTFs (193 ± 8 µm2/3T3 cell and 162 ± 6 µm2/mMSC cell), which suggests that 
ppSCTFs with decreased nanocolumn density relative to SCTFs (Table 1), can enhance cell 
spreading. The comparisons between substrates without or with adsorbed FN (compari-
sons between light and dark bars for each substrate on Fig. 4C and D) indicate that the 
addition of FN did not significantly enhance cell spreading for either mouse fibroblasts 
(Fig. 4C) or mMSCs (Fig. 4D) on all surfaces that were evaluated. The only significant dif-
ference in cell spreading between surfaces either with or without FN was observed for 
mMSCs on SCTFs, where spreading was enhanced 1.4-fold from 162 ± 6 µm2/cell on SCTF 
to 229 ± 6 µm2/cell on SCTF + FN surfaces (p < 0.01). For comparisons of cell spreading 
among surfaces containing adsorbed FN, the analysis of mouse fibroblast cell spreading 
indicates that ppSCTF + FN substrates support the highest degree of cell spreading relative 
to cells cultured on SCTF + FN (193 ± 8 µm2/cell; p < 0.01), VCTF + FN (194 ± 14 µm2/cell; 
p < 0.01), and flat Ti + FN (210 ± 11 µm2/cell; p < 0.05) surfaces. However, for mMSCs ad-
hered to surfaces containing FN, a different trend was observed since cells were the least 
spread on ppSCTF + FN surfaces (200.63 ± 7.23 µm2/cell; significantly less than cell spread-
ing on VCTF + FN (p < 0.01) and flat Ti + FN (p < 0.05) surfaces. These results indicate that 
(a) cell spreading on STFs containing FN is cell-type dependent, and (b) that enhanced FN 
loading to both VCTF and ppSCTF nanostructured surfaces relative to flat substrates (de-
scribed in Section 3.2) correlates to enhanced cell adhesion and spreading on VCTF + FN 
and ppSCTF + FN surfaces compared to SCTF + FN and flat Ti + FN surfaces. 
Cell proliferation is presented in Figure 5A for mouse fibroblasts and Figure 5B for 
mMSCs cultured on STFs. The cell proliferation for both mouse fibroblasts and mMSCs 
was found to be significantly enhanced for cells adhering to ppSCTFs (1.71 ± 0.18 O.D. 
(λ430)/cm2 and 2.16 ± 0.27 O.D. (λ430)/cm2, respectively), compared to all other STF and flat 
control substrates (Fig. 5A and B; p-value at least < 0.05 for all comparisons). Since there 
were no statistical differences between the SCTF, VCTF, and flat control substrates for both 
cell types, these findings suggest that ppSCTF substrates enhance cell proliferation relative 
to nanotopographies with higher nanocolumn densities, such as SCTFs and VCTFs, as well 
as flat surfaces. For both cell types investigated, the addition of FN was not found to sig-
nificantly enhance cell proliferation on any of the STF substrates investigated as indicated 
by the comparisons between light and dark gray bars on Figure 5A and B (n.s. at α = 0.05). 
Furthermore, the comparisons of cell proliferation between substrates containing adsorbed 
FN indicate similar trends as observed for comparisons between non-FN substrates, where 
ppSCTF + FN substrates were found to significantly enhance cell proliferation relative to 
all STF + FN and flat Ti + FN substrates investigated (Fig. 5A and B). For example, mouse 
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fibroblast cell proliferation on ppSCTF + FN substrates (1.80 ± 0.10 O.D. (λ430)/cm2) was 
enhanced approximately 2-fold relative to cell proliferation on SCTF + FN (0.84 ± 0.06 O.D. 
(λ430)/cm2, p < 0.05) and VCTF + FN (1.09 ± 0.09 O.D. (λ430)/cm2, p < 0.01) substrates. Simi-
larly, mMSC proliferation on ppSCTF + FN substrates (2.04 ± 0.35 O.D. (λ430)/cm2) was en-
hanced approximately 4-fold relative to cell proliferation on SCTF + FN (0.43 ± 0.06 O.D. 




Figure 5. Cell proliferation of NIH/3T3 mouse fibroblasts (A) and D1/ORL/UVA mMSCs 
(B) acquired using water soluble tetrazolium (WST-1) assay and by measuring the calori-
metric optical density (O.D.) normalized to the surface area for substrates without ad-
sorbed FN (light gray bars) and with adsorbed FN (dark gray bars). Tukey’s post-test 
statistical comparisons between cell proliferation on the various substrates are indicated 
by asterisks (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 for comparisons between STFs and +p < 0.05, ++p < 0.01 for 




Nanostructured STF surfaces present highly ordered, three-dimensional, nanoscale sub-
strate features that can increase surface area and enhance optical, magnetic, mechanical, 
and electrical properties with current applications in photovoltaic solar cell technology 
[37–39], chemical and biological sensing [25], micro- and nano-fluidics [40], and nanoelec-
tronics [29,31]. This investigation demonstrates that GE/QCM-D can dynamically measure 
the three-dimensional distribution of FN within and around nanostructured STFs and that 
these surfaces could also be used for biomaterial substrates, with potential applications in 
biomolecule delivery and tissue engineering. These highly ordered nanostructures could 
be used to load biomolecules within the STFs by capitalizing on the STF intercolumnar 
void space. Additionally, the STF nanotopography could be used to direct cell interactions 
and behaviors, including cell adhesion, shape, migration, and gene expression [8]. Here, 
STFs were fabricated by GLAD with three different nanocolumnar morphologies (Table 1): 
(1) SCTFs consisting of slanted columns with a 112 nanocolumn/µm2 nanocolumn packing 
density, (2) VCTFs consisting of vertical columns and a high nanocolumn density (240 nano-
columns/µm2), and (3) ppSCTFs consisting of slanted columns with a low nanocolumn 
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density (84 nanocolumns/µm2). The physical dimensions of these STF substrates were ver-
ified by GE and SEM, then investigated for their potential to load FN within the three-
dimensional intercolumnar pore spaces and to enhance cell–material interactions relative 
to flat surfaces. 
 
4.1. FN Adsorption to STFs 
Combinatorial GE/QCM-D was used to determine the three-dimensional distribution of 
FN either within or on top of nanocolumn arrays and to determine the influences of nano-
structured column orientation and spacing on FN loading within STFs. The benefits to using 
combinatorial GE/QCM-D over traditional biochemical techniques include dynamic real-
time characterization of biomolecule adsorption (allowing for access to parameters not 
provided by traditional assay techniques such as film thickness, porosity, and rates of 
adsorption/desorption), noninvasive nature of measurements that leave an intact sample 
for subsequent experiments, ease and quickness of use. A preliminary study of FN adsorp-
tion to Ti-SCTFs has been previously published by our group and has demonstrated the 
ability of GE/QCM-D to detect protein loading within nanostructured substrates [36]. The 
current investigation builds on this technique to examine the spatial distribution of ad-
sorbed proteins, either on top of nanostructured columns or loaded within STF nanostruc-
tured columnar void spaces. The current study also determined the influence of different 
STF nanotopographies on FN protein adsorption/loading to nanostructured substrates and 
demonstrated that STF nanotopographies, such as VCTFs, can enhance protein adsorption 
relative to flat substrates. 
Analysis of the adsorbed FN mass on top of surfaces (GETOP) determined that flat Ti 
substrates adsorbed the greatest mass of FN to the top of the two-dimensional flat (non-
porous) surface compared to the three-dimensional nanostructured STF substrates. This 
increased GETOP FN mass on flat substrates relative to STFs was expected, since GE detec-
tion of FN adsorption to STFs is broken up into two different parameters that describe FN 
adsorption either on top of or within STFs (GETOP and GEEMA, respectively). However, for 
studies of FN adsorption to flat substrates, adsorption can occur only on top of the surface. 
For all STFs there is a limited nanocolumn tip area compared to the top of the flat surface 
(STF nanocolumn tip area approx. 75–90% less than flat surface area, Table 1); therefore all 
STFs adsorbed less FN on the nanocolumn tips than on a flat surface, described by the 
GETOP parameter. Comparisons between FN adsorbed mass on top of the various STFs (Fig. 
2A) indicated that VCTF and SCTF substrates adsorbed the greatest amount of FN to the 
top of the surface (GETOP = 1.32 ± 0.21 mg/m2 for VCTFs; 1.11 ± 0.05 mg/m2 for SCTFs), due 
to the increased nanocolumnar tip surface areas and nanocolumn densities relative to 
ppSCTFs (Table 1). While previous work has evaluated the adsorption of different extra-
cellular matrix and serum proteins, such as FN and bovine serum albumin, on different 
nanostructured surfaces [21,22,55], quantitative analyses, such as immuno-staining, radio-
labeling, and calorimetric assays, were not able to determine the fractions of adsorbed pro-
teins either located on top of nanostructured features or within nanostructured features 
such as spaces, grooves, or pores. Together with the appropriate optical models, GE can 
effectively discriminate between FN adsorption to specific locations (e.g., either above or 
within STFs) when using nanostructured substrates. 
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The GEEMA parameter, which describes the amount of FN loaded within the STF inter-
columnar pore spaces (Scheme 2), suggests that the differences in STF nanotopography 
affect the degree to which FN can penetrate within the STF intercolumnar pore space. In-
creasing the spacing between STF nanocolumns by decreasing the nanocolumn surface 
density (Table 1), as is the case for ppSCTFs, was found to increase the mass of adsorbed 
FN within the STF intercolumnar spaces, since the adsorbed FN mass detected by GEEMA 
within ppSCTFs was significantly greater than the GEEMA FN mass within SCTFs. Addi-
tionally, increasing the total three-dimensional surface area was also shown to enhance FN 
loading between STF nanocolumns. For example, by preparing STFs with vertical columns 
(VCTFs), the total three-dimensional surface area relative to both SCTFs and ppSCTFs was 
increased since the vertical nanocolumns are packed closer together as indicated by the 
STF fraction and calculated space in between nanocolumns (Table 1). This increased sur-
face area correlates to the enhanced FN loading within VCTFs relative to both SCTFs and 
ppSCTFs as well as the total (GETOTAL, Fig. 2C) increased FN adsorbed mass measured on 
VCTFs relative to SCTFs, ppSCTFs, and flat surfaces. Overall, these results suggest that 
decreasing the nanocolumn density for the purpose of opening the intercolumnar space 
between slanted columns is an effective strategy to enhance the intercolumnar penetration 
of FN. However VCTFs, with closely packed vertically oriented nanocolumns, demon-
strate that increasing the total three-dimensional surface area can enhance FN adsorption 
relative to surfaces with lesser surface area. Therefore, balancing of both intercolumnar 
pore spacing and total surface area is an important design consideration when fabricating 
nanostructured surfaces to load biomolecules, such as FN. In addition, since nanocolumn 
density and total surface area were determined to be predominantly influencing the en-
hancement of FN adsorption, multiple mechanisms could affect FN adsorption to nano-
structured substrates [56,57], as described next. 
Protein adsorption to substrates with uniform nanotopographies, such as nanoscale dif-
fraction gratings [58] and platinum STFs fabricated by GLAD [59], have previously demon-
strated enhanced protein adsorption relative to flat substrates according to immunoassay 
and radiolabeling studies. While these previous studies determined values within compa-
rable ranges of FN adsorbed mass determined by GE in the present study, the spatial dis-
tribution of FN either on top of or within nanostructured features has not been previously 
quantified. Modeling approaches, such as Monte Carlo and Brownian dynamics simula-
tions, have been used to analyze the behavior of proteins adsorbing to various regions 
within nanostructured substrates and found that two key factors: electrostatic interactions 
(i.e., enhancing electrostatic surface interactions by enhancing surface area) and nanostruc-
tured steric constraints (i.e., intercolumnar void spaces), contribute to the enhancement of 
protein adsorption to nanostructured substrates [56,57]. Furthermore, the modeling of ly-
sozyme adsorption to nanostructured surfaces using Brownian dynamics simulations de-
termined that proteins initially electrostatically adsorb to convex edges of the nanostruc-
tures containing grooves (similar to STF nanocolumns), followed by protein 
immobilization within grooved spaces (similar to STF intercolumnar pore spaces) via sur-
face diffusion [56]. These previous modeling studies provide additional information to ex-
plain and corroborate the results reported here, where the orientation of the nanocolumns 
was shown to affect the penetration of FN within the intercolumnar void space. The 
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decreased FN loading within either SCTFs or ppSCTFs, relative to VCTFs, could possibly 
be a result of steric constraints induced by the slanted columnar morphology. These find-
ings are further supported by the dimensional characteristics of both the protein (approx. 
15 nm × 9 nm [60]) and the STFs (SCTF column spacing approx. 25–30 nm and ppSCTF 
column spacing approx. 150 nm), where the dimensions of the protein and SCTF are simi-
lar, thereby causing increased steric constraints, relative to the increased intercolumnar 
spacing of the ppSCTFs. Additionally, increasing the total surface area can enhance the 
electrostatic interactions of FN with the surface, which may explain why VCTFs enhance 
total FN loading relative to STF and flat surfaces as a function of increased total surface 
area. 
Future studies of protein adsorption within nanostructured STFs will concentrate on 
the development of more specific computational models to determine the effects of nano-
structured columns and intercolumnar void spaces on protein adsorption, loading within 
the three-dimensional space, and conformational characteristics. Furthermore, while pre-
viously published findings suggest that proteins adsorbed to nanostructured substrates 
retain their biological activity, future investigations will examine the influence of STF 
nanocolumns on adsorbed FN activity [61,62]. While previous investigations of protein 
adsorption on nanostructured substrates have demonstrated increased protein adsorption 
relative to flat controls, the three-dimensional distribution of biomolecules within and 
around nanostructured surfaces has not been experimentally investigated. Together these 
results indicate that GE/QCM-D can reproducibly describe the three-dimensional distribu-
tion of FN either within or on top of STFs, FN adsorption to STFs is enhanced relative to 
flat surfaces, and suggest that FN-loaded STFs could be used as biocompatible substrates 
to enhance cell-material interactions. 
 
4.2. Nanostructured STFs direct cell behaviors 
Following the evaluation of FN adsorption to STFs, cell viability, morphology, and prolif-
eration was examined on both STF and STF + FN surfaces using either mouse fibroblast or 
mMSC cell lines. Cell adhesion on flat Ti substrates (without FN) was also found to be low 
relative to cell adhesion on STF substrates, which suggests that all STF substrate nano-
topographies that were examined in the present study significantly contribute to enhanc-
ing cell adhesion and biocompatibility on Ti biomaterial surfaces. Previously published 
findings suggest that nanostructured Ti substrates possess a higher surface energy relative 
to flat substrates, which helps to enhance both protein adsorption and cell adhesion to 
nanostructured substrates relative to flat surfaces [23,63,64]. Additionally, nanostructured 
features, such as pillars or wires, have demonstrated enhanced interactions with adherent 
cell filopodia, which are responsible for mediating cell migration and attachment [65–67]. 
The biocompatibility and cell characterization results for both cell lines indicate that ppSCTF 
substrates consistently supported favorable cell characteristics, such as adhesion and pro-
liferation, relative to other STF substrates, both with and without the addition of FN, though 
the effect of nanotopography on cell spreading was either insignificant or dependent on 
the cell type. These findings are supported by previously published investigations, where 
polymeric nanostructured substrates were found to significantly enhance cell adhesion 
and proliferation but reduced cell spreading [68–71]. 
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Previous investigations of mouse and human fibroblast adhesion on Pt-STFs fabricated 
by GLAD found that decreasing nanocolumn density enhanced cell adhesion and prolif-
eration relative to substrates with a higher nanocolumn density that were more rough 
[8,59]. Additionally, these studies demonstrated that increasing the nanocolumn length 
caused decreased cell spreading and proliferation relative to shorter features [72,73]. These 
findings for cells seeded on Pt-STFs agree with the results of the current investigation since 
ppSCTFs, with a lower nanocolumn density than both SCTFs and VCTFs (Table 1), en-
hanced cell adhesion and proliferation for both cell types compared to cells on SCTFs and 
VCTFs. However, those previous investigations of cell biocompatibility on GLAD fabri-
cated Pt-STFs also concluded that none of the Pt-STF substrate nanotopographies enhanced 
cell adhesion or viability relative to the flat Pt control condition [73]. This observation is 
contrary to the results reported here and previously published trends, which demonstrate 
the enhancement of cell-material interactions on nanorough substrates relative to flat sur-
faces [22–24,74]. The notorious cytotoxicity of Pt [75–77] may be contributing to the dispar-
ity between these previously reported trends using Pt-STFs [73] and those reported here. 
In agreement with the findings of the current investigation, the use of biocompatible 
materials to fabricate nanostructured features, such as titanium [23,24,74], stainless steel 
[22], and carbon-grafted chitosan [21], have demonstrated that substrate nanotopography 
and nanoroughness enhance cell-material interactions, such as cell adhesion and prolifer-
ation, relative to flat surfaces. However, since these studies evaluated cell behaviors on 
surfaces with disordered and irregular nanotopographical features, the present work aims 
to investigate protein adsorption and cell behaviors using well-defined nanostructured to-
pographies, where FN adsorption and cell behaviors can be correlated to specific physical 
characteristics of STFs, such as the surface area and nanocolumn density. Additionally, the 
use of STFs as nanostructured biomaterials is advantageous, since these substrates present 
nanostructured topographies with homogenous columnar features that serve multiple 
purposes besides directing cell-material interactions. For example, STFs provide a custom-
izable and scalable platform for the loading and potential release of various biomolecules, 
such as FN, peptides, genes, growth factors, and therapeutic drug compounds. 
In addition to studying the effect of nanotopography on cell-material interactions, the 
current study also investigated the influences of nanostructured topographies loaded with 
FN on cell behaviors to determine whether cell-material interactions are primarily affected 
by (a) substrate nanotopography alone (as discussed in the previous paragraph), (b) the 
enhancement of adsorbed FN mass as a function of increase surface area afforded by STFs, 
or (c) a combination of both factors. The loading of FN within the nanostructured pore space 
of STFs demonstrated significant enhancements in mMSC cell adhesion on all substrates 
relative to the corresponding substrates without FN, though cell spreading was unaffected. 
Previously published findings suggest that while the nanocolumns provide distinct points 
of contact for cell adhesion, the decreased surface area available on top of the nanostruc-
tures may inhibit cell spreading [65,66,78]. Moreover, nanostructured substrates may pre-
vent the unfolding of ECM proteins, such as FN, which could prevent exposing integrin 
binding sites to enhance cell spreading on STF + FN substrates [61,62]. Furthermore, the 
addition of FN did not cause significant enhancements in mouse fibroblast cell adhesion, 
which indicates a cell-dependent effect of FN addition on cell adhesion, and also suggests 
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that using STFs as FN loading reservoirs may not play a significant role in enhancing cell-
material interactions compared to the effects of the STF nanotopography. 
The comparison of cell behaviors within the group of STF + FN substrates provide in-
sights into the influences of the degree of FN loaded within the columns on cell behaviors 
by comparing the results between the protein loading and cell studies. For example, the 
previously described FN adsorption results demonstrated that VCTFs significantly en-
hanced FN protein adsorption to the top of as well as within the STF columnar spaces 
relative to other STFs and flat control conditions. However, the ability of VCTFs to immo-
bilize the most FN did not directly translate to enhanced cell adhesion, morphology, and 
proliferation characteristics. Instead, ppSCTFs with less adsorbed FN than VCTFs (Fig. 
2C), supported improved cell-material interactions, as indicated by the cell adhesion and 
proliferation results (Figs. 4 and 5). These findings suggest that the STF substrate nanotopo-
graphy primarily influences the enhancement of cell-material interactions (particularly cell 
adhesion and proliferation), rather than the increased amount of FN on and within the 
STFs. These findings are speculated to be attributed to the cells’ limited access to FN pro-
tein within the STF intercolumnar void space and possibly limited biological activity of FN 
adsorbed to nanostructured features. While STFs (VCTFs in particular) may adsorb more 
FN than flat substrates, most of the FN adsorbed to STFs might not affect cell-material 
interactions due to the limited accessibility of FN located within the intercolumnar space 
of STFs to cells adhered on top of the nanocolumns. In contrast, FN significantly enhanced 
cell adhesion on flat substrates, since all of the FN adsorbed to the flat surface was readily 
available to cells for enhancing cell adhesion and spreading. These trends indicate that STFs 
act as biomolecule reservoirs that can efficiently load FN, but that this enhanced amount 
of FN adsorbed within STFs relative to flat surfaces plays a minor role in enhancing cell-




Combinatorial GE/QCM-D was used to dynamically measure the three-dimensional spa-
tial distribution of FN within STFs and protein adsorption was determined to be enhanced 
on STFs relative to flat substrates due to the STF nanotopography and loading of FN within 
STF intercolumnar spaces. The examination of FN loading within STFs determined that 
two STF substrate properties affect the loading of FN within STFs. First, VCTF substrates, 
with vertically oriented nanocolumns and high nanocolumn density, were found to signif-
icantly enhance FN adsorption as a function of the increased surface area relative to SCTFs, 
ppSCTFs, and flat surfaces. Second, ppSCTF substrates, with slanted nanocolumns and 
low nanocolumn density, were found to enhance total FN adsorption relative to SCTFs 
and flat surfaces, presumably due to the increased ambient pore space for FN to physically 
penetrate within the three-dimensional volume of the STF. The biocompatibility of NIH/3T3 
mouse fibroblast and mMSC lines was also investigated on various Ti-STF substrates, both 
with and without adsorbed FN. Cells cultured on different STF nanotopographies demon-
strated that the contributions of STF nanostructured features, such as nanocolumn orien-
tation and spacing, enhance cell characteristics, such as cell adhesion, viability, and prolif-
eration relative to flat surfaces. The overall findings of the cell biocompatibility and 
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morphology investigations determined that ppSCTF substrates, both with and without 
pre-adsorbed FN, significantly enhance cell-material interactions relative to the SCTF, 
VCTF, and flat control substrates for both cell types evaluated. In addition, comparisons 
of trends between the total amount of FN adsorbed to STFs and cell-material responses 
between substrates containing FN indicate that the substrate nanotopography, not the en-
hancement of adsorbed FN within STFs, predominantly contributes to the enhancement of 
cell-material interactions on nanostructured STF substrates. These findings demonstrate 
that nanostructured Ti-STF substrates are biocompatible substrates that enhance cell-surface 
interactions and the influences of STF nanotopography on cell-material interactions can be 
applied to the design of nanostructured substrates for the loading of biomolecules and 
culture of cells for biomaterial, tissue engineering, and diagnostic applications. 
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Supplemental Methods 
S1.1 Electron Beam Glancing Angle Deposition 
For slanted columnar thin film (SCTF, Scheme 1) depositions, Ti was evaporated with a 
deposition thickness of 2200 Å and an 85º vapor flux angle. Vertical columnar thin films 
(VCTFs, Scheme 1) were deposited with a deposition thickness of 2400 Å, 86º vapor 
flux, and 3 rpm counterclockwise substrate rotation. SCTFs with wider column spacing, 
referred to as prepatterned SCTFs (ppSCTFs, Scheme 1) were prepared by depositing 
SCTFs on a prenucleated Ti adhesion layer. The vapor flux angle, substrate rotation, and 
deposition times were modulated to fabricate STFs with different column slanting angles 
and spacing, while keeping a 100 nm constant film thickness. The Ti nucleation layer was 
deposited with a 100 Å thickness and 0º vapor flux, followed immediately by a 1500 Å 
deposition of Ti at a 85º vapor flux. To compare protein adsorption against a flat control 
surface a flat titanium thin film (Scheme 1) was deposited with a deposition thickness of 
1000 Å, 0º vapor flux, and 2 rpm CCW substrate rotation. Scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) was used to obtain cross-section images of STFs both with and without adsorbed 
FN. Freshly deposited samples were cut in half using a razor blade to expose STF cross-
sections. One half of each STF sample was immersed in 10 µg/mL FN solution followed 
by a 1X PBS rinse, while the other respective halves were not treated with FN. Then, all 
samples were lyophilized overnight using a FreeZone Plus lyophilizer (Labconco, Kansas 
City, MO), immediately followed by mounting cross sections on SEM stages and gold 
sputtering using a 108 auto sputter coater (Cressington, Watford, UK). Cross-sections 
were imaged using a Nova NanoSEM (FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon) with a 2kV electron 
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acceleration, beam spot of 2.5, working distance of 2.5 mm, and magnifications of either 
150k or 200k. 
 
S1.2 Generalized and Spectroscopic Ellipsometry Data Modeling 
GE was used to characterize the fabrication of the GLAD STF as well as the in situ 
adsorption characteristics of proteins. Spectroscopic data was acquired at multiple 
discrete wavelengths between 400 and 900 nm, four angles of incidence (AOI: 45º, 55º, 
65º, and 75º), and 0–360º rotation (measured every 6º) in the polar azimuth plane, 
measured in standard ambient temperature and pressure conditions. Spectral Mueller-
matrix data obtained by GE was modeled and analyzed with WVASE32 software (J. A. 
Woollam Co.) using an anisotropic Bruggeman effective medium approximation (AB-
EMA) approach, which allows for the determination of geometrical thin film parameters 
as well as fractions of multiple constituents [32–36]. The optical model considers the 
underlying gold substrate and an AB-EMA layer which consists of a biaxial Ti/TiO2 STF 
constituent, an ambient void fraction (either air or buffer solution), and the protein 
constituent modeled as a Cauchy dispersion layer of organic inclusions within the biaxial 
component (Scheme 2, GEEMA; n = 1.5, k = 0) [36]. In addition, a Cauchy dispersion 
layer was added on top of the AB-EMA layer to describe FN adsorption to the top of STF 
substrates (Scheme 2, GETOP). Flat control substrates also considered the underlying gold 
substrate, included an isotropic bulk Ti/TiO2 layer, and protein adsorption to the top of 
the isotropic layer was described using the Cauchy dispersion parameter (GETOP). 
Detailed accounts regarding the theory, assumptions, and previous investigations using 
similar modeling approaches can be found in previous publications [32–36]. 
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S1.3 Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Data Modeling 
QCM is an acoustical measurement technique that operates on the principles of 
piezoelectric nanogravimmetry allowing for the in situ acquisition of thin film and 
molecular adsorbate physical parameters such as thickness, surface coverage density, and 
viscoelasticity. For QCM configurations with the capability to detect frequency 
dissipation changes (i.e., QCM-D), shear vibration waves are triggered by the QCM-D 
unit in a pulse mode. Changes in frequency are indicative of surface events such as 
molecular adsorption, desorption, or rearrangement. A frequency decrease indicates 
adsorbate attachment to the surface and vice versa. Since this configuration operates in 
pulse mode, the frequency dissipation of each vibrational pulse can be detected. The 
measurement of frequency dissipation change (∆D), allows for the evaluation of 
adsorbate viscoelasticity, which in previous publications with regard to protein 
adsorption, has been described as a rigid layer that can be modeled by the Sauerbrey 
relation [36]. 
 
S1.4 Cell Viability and Proliferation Assays 
Cells stained for the Live/Dead assay were imaged with a Leica DMI 3000B fluorescence 
microscope (Leica Microsystems CMS GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) and three images per 
well of three replicate wells were acquired using a 10x objective (9 images total per 
condition). Images were subsequently analyzed using NIH ImageJ 64 to quantify cell 
count, average cell spreading, and to process Live/Dead image overlays. The adhered cell 
count was determined by manually counting the number of live cells (stained Calcein 
AM) per image using the cell counter tool in NIH ImageJ 64. Average cell spreading was 
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determined using NIH ImageJ 64 to measure the surface area occupied by adhered cells, 
reported in µm2 and normalized to the previously quantified cell count of the same image 
to obtain and average cell area per cell. For both Live/Dead staining and WST-1 assays, 
wafers seeded with cells were moved to new wells prior to staining or WST-1 assay to 
ensure that only cells on substrates were being assayed and normalized to the respective 
sample surface area. WST-1 assays were quantified using an Epoch microplate 
spectrophotometer (BioTek Instruments, Inc., Winooski, Vermont) and measuring the 
absorbance at λ = 430 nm, with all absorbance (optical density – O.D.) readings 
normalized to the corresponding surface area for each substrate. 
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Supplementary Figure S1. Scanning electron microscopy images of SCTF (A), VCTF (B), 
and ppSCTF (C) substrates as-deposited, imaged immediately following GLAD 
deposition. Scale bars included on all images represent a length of 200 nm. 
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Supplementary Figure S2. Representative modeled combinatorial in situ GE/QCM-D 
measurements comparing FN adsorption to SCTF (A), VCTF (B), ppSCTF (C), and flat (D) 
substrates. The green line represents protein adsorption immobilized on top of substrates 
detected by GE (Cauchy top-layer modeled parameter), the blue line represents the 
amount of protein immobilized within STF intercolumnar pore space detected by GE 
(EMA modeled parameter), and the red line represents the amount of adsorbed protein 
and coupled solvent detected by QCM-D (Sauerbrey calculated parameter). 
